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Abstract

This work studies the problem of channel direction information (CDI) probing for multi-antenna cognitive radio
system. The CDI of the channel from the secondary transmitter (ST) to primary receiver (PR) is elementary information
in designing the beamforming at the ST for mitigating the interference to the PR. However, lacking the explicit
cooperation between primary and secondary systems, the CDI has to be acquired by probing at the ST, which is
challenging. To solve this, we consider the line of sight (LoS) channel between the ST and the PR, and propose one
CDI probing scheme for the ST. Specifically, the ST sends two types of probing signals by beamforming towards an
interested region where both the secondary receiver (SR) and the PR are located and then actively learns the hidden
feedback information from the primary system to acquire the CDI. The proposed scheme has a closed-form solution,
and avoids the iteration between the probing and acquisition, which is desirable for practical system. Moreover, we
show that the proposed probing scheme can be extended for primary systems working under multi-access channel
and broadcasting channel. Simulation results demonstrate that the proposed scheme can improve the accuracy of
the acquired CDI at the ST in cognitive ratio system remarkably.

1 Introduction
Cognitive radio (CR) is known as one of the promising
techniques to meet the ever-increasing demand on spec-
trum efficiency in the future wireless systems[1]. It has
attracted much attention in both the academic and the
industry over the last decade[2–6].
Depending on the spectrum-sharing sharing strategies,

there are generally two operationmodes in the CR system.
One is overlay mode, where the secondary transmission is
enabled only when there is no primary transmission [1].
The other is underlay mode, where the secondary trans-
mission is enabled if the interference to primary system
can be tolerated [2, 4]. Compared to the overlay mode, the
underlay mode has more potential in improving the spec-
trum efficiency. Thus this work studies the underlay CR
system.
To protect the primary system, one commonly used

method is imposing an interference temperature con-
straint on the secondary transmitter (ST), such that the
interference to the primary receiver (PR) is restricted to
below a prescribed threshold. Various schemes have been
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proposed to improve the secondary transmission under
the imposed constraint [7]. To implement these schemes,
the channel information from the ST to the PR is required
at the ST. However, such channel information is usually
not available at the ST due to the lack of cooperation
between primary and secondary systems [4].
To reduce the cooperation requirement between pri-

mary and secondary systems, several channel probing
schemes [7–10] have been proposed for the ST to acquire
the channel gain information from the ST to the PR
(CGIsp). In [8], the ST is viewed as a relay and forwards
the known useful signals to the PR in the probing. This
scheme avoids the interference jamming to the PR led by
the probing, but requires the ST to have the instantaneous
data information sent from the primary transmitter (PT)
to the PR. In [7], a framework is proposed for probing
the CGIsp by exploiting the hidden feedback, e.g, the link
adaptation information in primary system. In the scheme,
the ST sends probing signals to interfere with the PR and
learns the link adaptation information in primary trans-
mission, through which the ST acquires the CGIsp. As
indicated by [7], exploiting the hidden feedback infor-
mation can reduce the cooperation requirement between
primary and secondary systems significantly.
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It is desirable to apply multi-antenna techniques in the
CR system, since the interference to the PR can be sup-
pressed greatly by using the beamforming at the ST [11].
However, a proper beamforming requires the channel
direction information from the ST to the PR (CDIsp) to be
available at the ST. Similar to the CGIsp, the CDIsp has to
be probed as well. However, the problem of CDIsp prob-
ing is more challenging than that of CGIsp probing. This
is because the CDIsp is not so explicit in the hidden feed-
back information as the CGIsp. For example, the channel
gain associated with the CGIsp can be measured directly
with the strength of link adaptation in the hidden feedback
information [7], while the channel direction associated
with the CDIsp can not. The work in [9, 12] has proposed
the algorithms to learn the null space information of the
CDIsp from the hidden feedback information in primary
system, which however, rely on the binary-search method.
The binary-search method requires to adapt the prob-
ing signals with the received hidden feedback information
until the acquired information is converged, which may
cause toomuch overhead because of the iteration between
the probing and acquisition. Therefore, it is more desir-
able to find a CDIsp probing scheme free of iteration for
the multi-antenna CR system.
In this work, we consider for the ST to probe the CDIsp

from the hidden feedback information in primary system
under the line-of-sight (LoS) channel between the ST and
the PR. The contributions of this work are twofold:
1. The CDIsp probing scheme is proposed for the

multi-antenna CR system without requiring the
explicit cooperation between primary and secondary
systems. Specifically, the ST sends two types of
probing signals to interfere with the PR by specially
designed beamforming. Then, the ST learns the
hidden feedback information in primary
transmission and acquire the target CDIsp. The
proposed CDIsp probing scheme has a closed-form
solution and is free of iteration between the probing
and acquisition, which is desirable in CR system.

2. The proposed CDIsp probing scheme is extended for
primary systems under multi-access channel (MAC)
and broadcasting channel (BC). We demonstrate that
for primary system under MAC channel, the
proposed scheme can be applied with incremental
power detection techniques, and for primary system
under BC channel, the proposed scheme can be
applied with parametric estimation techniques. The
results show that the proposed scheme works very
well under practical conditions.

The rest of this work is organized as follows. We first
present the system model in Section 2. In Section 3, we
propose the basic CDIsp probing scheme under the single-
user CR system. Then in Section 4, the proposed scheme

is extended for primary systems under MAC and BC
channels, respectively. Simulation results are provided in
Section 5, and the work is concluded in Section 6.

2 Systemmodel
2.1 The general model of the hidden feedback

information
Consider an underlay CR system where the primary and
secondary systems are deployed, respectively, in the micro
and small cells. Figure 1 shows an example for the basic
single-user CR system. The ST with multiple antennas
mitigates the undesirable interference to the PR by beam-
forming, for which the CDI of the channel from the ST to
the PR (i.e., CDIsp) needs to be probed at the ST.
Let Pt be the transmit power at the PT, and ρ be the

target signal to interference-and-noise ratio (SINR) at the
PR in primary transmission. It satisfies that

Ptλu
σ 2 + I

= ρ, (1)

where σ 2 is the additive receiver-noise power at the PR,
and I is the interference at the PR from the ST. More sys-
tem parameters about the basic CR system are listed in
Table 1.
The secondary system can perform active learning on

the hidden feedback information from the primary system
in the probing [4]. The hidden feedback information is the
link adaptation information in primary system, e.g., data
rate, transmit power or others, which can be observed and
detected by the ST without a dedicated channel to per-
form the explicit cooperation between the primary and
secondary systems . In this work, the hidden feedback
information is considered as the adaptation of transmit
power at the PT, where the primary system has a constant
data rate with a target SINR of ρ at the PR. However, it
should be noted that the proposed scheme can be easily
extended for other types of hidden feedback information
in [4].
During the primary transmission, the ST receives the

signal power from the PT as

Pf = Ptλf = ρλf

λu
(σ 2 + I), (2)

where the last equality is from (1). When the ST does no
probing, i.e., I = 0, the received signal power at the ST
becomes

Pf ,0 = ρλf

λu
σ 2. (3)

By differentiating the received signal powers with and
without the probing, the ST acquires the power adaptation
information from primary system as

� = Pf − Pf ,0 = ρλf

λu
I, (4)
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Fig. 1 An example of the multi-antenna CR system

Table 1 Key system parameters in the basic CR system

λu the channel gain from the PT to the PR

λf the channel gain from the PT to the ST

λp the channel gain from the ST to the PR

μ0 the angle position of SR

μ/μ̂ the angle/acquired angle position of PR

hhh/h̄hh(μ) the channel vector/the CDI from the PT to the ST

N the number of antennas at the ST

δμ the half-range of probing region

Pt/P0 the transmit power at the PT/ST

Pf /Pf ,0 the received signal power at the ST from the PT under

probing/no probing

ρ the target SINR at the PR

σ 2 the receiver noise power at the PR

g the probing gain at the ST

I1/I2 the interference at the PR led by the 1th/2nd type of

probing signal

�1/�2 the hidden feedback information from the PT to the ST led

by the 1th/2nd type of probing signal

r the ratio for the CDIsp with the PR

which is a monotonic function of the interference led by
the probing. The value of � can be observed at the ST
without the need of a dedicated channel between the PT
and ST, and therefore is regarded as the hidden feedback
information from the primary system to the secondary
system.
As explained in [4], the quality of the acquired hidden

feedback information in (4) may be degraded by several
imperfections in the probing, e.g., the receiver noise or
unexpected interference, the measurement errors at the
ST. These imperfections have been carefully discussed in
[4] for the probing of CGIsp, and the conclusions show
that the probing performance is robust to small imper-
fections. In general, these imperfections are not unique
to the problem studied here, but widely observed to
exist in many other probing schemes for the CR system
[3, 8, 9, 12]. Therefore, to concentrate on the idea of the
CDIsp probing itself, we leave these imperfections fuzzy in
the design, and assume that the acquired hidden feedback
information is perfect at the ST in Section 3 and 4. The
impact of the imperfections on the CDIsp probing perfor-
mance is evaluated comprehensively via the simulations in
Section 5.

2.2 LoS channel model and the interested probing region
Consider that the antennas are closely placed at the ST
into a uniform linear array (ULA), which is common in
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practical systems due to the limited form factor. Accord-
ing to the LoS channel model in [13, 14], the channel from
the ST to the PR, is expressed as [15]

hhh = a[ 1, e−jμ, · · · , e−j(N−1)μ]T , (5)

with μ = 2π d
ν
cosφ, where a is the instantaneous com-

plex channel gain, d and N are, respectively, the antenna
spacing and the number of antennas at the ST, ν is the car-
rier wavelength, φ is the physical angle of the PR’s location
respect to the broadside of ST, j2 = −1 and ()T means
the transpose operation. We consider that the channel is
subject to the block fading, which is regarded as constant
during the probing.
It is significant to study the LoS channel in wireless com-

munications. The LoS channels are usually observed in
outdoor open areas under lower frequency bands [13]. As
the carrier frequency expands intomilli-meter wave bands
in the future systems, LoS channels can be very typical due
to less reflections, and are considered more beneficial for
narrow beamforming in interference mitigation [16, 17].
The CDIsp is defined as

h̄hh(μ) =[ 1, e−jμ, · · · , e−j(N−1)μ]T , (6)

which is of constant-norm and only conveys the chan-
nel direction information in hhh [15]. Under LoS channel,
acquiring the CDIsp is equivalent to acquiring the angle
value μ. With the CDIsp of h̄hh(μ) at the ST, a proper beam-
forming can be designed for mitigating the interference
to the PR [11], e.g., the pseudo-inverse zero-forcing (ZF)
beamforming vector in [15].
Denote the ST sends the probing signal s by using the

beamforming vector fff towards the PR in the probing. The
received instantaneous interference signal at the PR is

yins = hhhHfff s, (7)

where ()H is the Hermitian operation. From (7), the inter-
ference in (1) and (4) is further written as

I = |yins|2 = P0λp|h̄hh(μ)Hfff |2 (8)

where | | is the absolute value, P0 = |s|2 is the probing
power at the ST, λp = |a|2 is the channel gain in hhh.
Using (8), the hidden feedback information in (4) at the

ST from primary system is expressed by

� = g|h̄hh(μ)Hfff |2, (9)

where g = P0ρλf λp
λu

is the probing gain at the ST.
Considering that the beamwidth at the ST is limited,

instead of full angle region, the ST is usually interested
to probe for only a specific region around the secondary
receiver (SR), where the PR may be severely interfered
without the CDIsp at the ST. Figure 1(b) illustrates the
location relationship in the CR system, where the PR and

the SR are located, respectively, at the angleμ andμ0 from
the view of the ST.
Denote the angle region interested for probing around

the SR as

[μ0 − δμ,μ0 + δμ] (10)

where δμ is the half of the range of probing region. The
setting of δμ depends on the uncertainty about the angle
position of PR at the ST. A large value of δμ covers a larger
probing region suitable for a larger uncertainty about the
PR, and vice versa. For simplicity, we set δμ as multiple
times of the null-beamwidth of the antenna array at the
ST, i.e.,

δμ = 2
π
N

(11)

where 
 = 1, . . . , N4 is an integer such that δμ ≤ π
2 .

By setting 
, (11) allows for a flexibility to cover the
needs of different probing range up to π . In this work, we
assume the probing range is pre-given in the probing. The
impact of δμ on the probing performance is evaluated in
the simulation section.

3 The basic CDIsp probing scheme
We first consider the basic CDIsp probing scheme for
the single-user CR system as shown in Fig. 1. The idea
of the probing scheme is to design the interference in
(8) by chosing a specific beamforming vector fff dur-
ing the probing, such that the different hidden feed-
back information from primary system conveys different
CDIsp.
To do this, we propose that the ST probes with the

two beamforming vectors targeted, respectively, at the
direction of μ0 + δμ and μ0 − δμ as

fff 1(δμ) = 1√
N
[ 1, e−j(μ0+δμ), · · · , e−j(N−1)(μ0+δμ)]T

(12)

fff 2(δμ) = 1√
N
[ 1, e−j(μ0−δμ), · · · , e−j(N−1)(μ0−δμ)]T .

(13)

By sending the probing signal s with fff = fff 1(δμ) into the
primary system, the hidden feedback information in (9)
for the first type of probing signal becomes

�1 = g|h̄hh(μ)Hfff 1(δμ)|2

= g
N

sin2 N(μ−μ0−δμ)
2

sin2 (μ−μ0−δμ)
2

(14)

= g
N

sin2 N(μ−μ0)
2

sin2 (μ−μ0−δμ)
2

, (15)

where (14) is from the equality | ∑N
n=1 e−jx|2 = sin2 Nx

2
sin2 x

2
,

and (15) is by using (11).
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Similarly, with fff = fff 2(δμ), the hidden feedback infor-
mation in (9) for the second type of probing signal
becomes

�2 = g|h̄hh(μ)Hfff 2(δμ)|2 = g
N

sin2 N(μ−μ0+δμ)
2

sin2 (μ−μ0+δμ)
2

= λ

N
sin2 N(μ−μ0)

2

sin2 (μ−μ0+δμ)
2

. (16)

Then we can find a ratio via the differentiation and the
sum on two hidden feedback information at the ST as

r = �1−�2
�1+�2

= − sin(μ − μ0) sin δμ

1−cos(μ − μ0) cos δμ
, (17)

which conveys the CDIsp and is irrespective of the chan-
nel gains.
For the PR within the interested probing range, i.e.,

|μ − μ0| ≤ δμ, it is easy to show that r is a monotonously
decreasing function with μ − μ0. For example, the value
of r as a function of μ − μ0 with δμ = π/2,π/4,π/8
and N = 16 are given in Fig. 2. By using the ratio from
the hidden feedback information, the ST can immediately
acquire the value of μ in the CDIsp through the reverse
function as

μ̂ = μ0 −arcsin
(
r sin δμ − r

√
1 − r2 sin δμ cos δμ

sin2 δμ + r2 cos2 δμ

)
. (18)

With the acquired μ̂, the CDIsp can be reconstructed
as h̄hh(μ̂), which is identical to h̄hh(μ) in (6) if the ratio r is
perfect such that μ̂ = μ.

Only a few scalar computations are needed in the prob-
ing, e.g., for the learning of the hidden feedback informa-
tion in (15) and (16), and the closed-form solution in (17)
and (18). Therefore, the computational complexity in the
proposed scheme is low. The probing scheme does not
require the iteration between the probing and acquisition,
and thus the probing overhead is reduced when compared
to the iteration-based probing schemes [9]. Moreover,
the proposed probing can be applied under any channel
gain and any target SINR, since the value of r is irre-
spective of the probing power, the channel gain, and the
target SINR.
As mentioned in the previous section, the quality of

the hidden feedback information may be degraded by the
imperfections in the probing. To increase the robustness
for practical system, it can start from a large probing range
intended to capture a coarse CDIsp and end in a small
probing range to acquire a fine CDIsp. In this case, both
the setting of probing centerμ0 and half-probing range δμ

are gradually adapted and refined to reduce the impact of
the imperfections.

4 Extensions for primary systems under MAC and
BC channel

In this section, we extend the probing scheme for primary
systems working under MAC and BC channel respec-
tively, which is more realistic than the single-user CR
system.
We assume that the interested probing region has

a number of PRs known by the ST, and the impact
from outside of the probing region can be ignored. The

Fig. 2 The value of the ratio r as a function of μ − μ0 under N = 16
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number of PRs can be obtained at the ST by using
the multi-target identification techniques [18], which
solve the typical estimation problem of how many un-
known targets exist in the system [19]. The multi-
target identification can be performed before the CDIsp
probing.
For simplicity, the index i is used to refer the different

type of probing signal. Specifically, i = 0, 1, 2 means no
probing signal, the first type of probing signal by using
(12) and the second type of probing signal by using (13),
respectively.

4.1 Primary systems under MAC channel
As illustrated in Fig. 3a, when the PR works as an access
point with multiple PTs connected to it in uplink, the
ST may interfere with the PR, and thus the CDIsp with
the angle μ in the channel from the ST to the PR
needs to be probed. Here, the hidden feedback chan-
nels are the ones from all the PTs to the ST. Still,
there is no explicit cooperation between the PTs and
the ST.
Without loss of generality, we consider that there are

two PTs in MAC channel, i.e., PT A and PT B, and the
probing scheme can be easily extended to the case of more
than two PTs.
Incremental power detection at the ST: When the pri-

mary system works under MAC channel, the ST receives
signals from both PT A and PT B. Let sk be the instanta-
neous data symbol intended to the PR from the PT k, and
Pf ,k be the corresponding received signal power of sk at

Fig. 3 Primary systems under MAC and BC channel

the ST, where k = A,B. Then, the ST receives a sum of
transmit signals from the two PTs as

ymac =
∑

k∈{A,B}

√
Pf ,ksk . (19)

Assuming the sA and sB are independently identically
distributed (i.i.d.), the total received signal power at the
ST is expressed as

E{|ymac|2} =
∑

k∈{A,B}
Pf ,k , (20)

where E{} is the expectation operation. In practice, the
total received signal power in (20) can be detected at the
ST by using the second moment of the measured samples
ymac.
Let yi,mac be the sample of ymac measured at the ST

during no probing signal (i = 0), the first type of prob-
ing signal (i = 1) and the second type of probing signal
(i = 2). Then the total incremental power of the received
signal at the ST led by the first and second type of probing
signal is expressed as

�1,mac = E{|y1,mac|2} − E{|y0,mac|2}, (21)
�2,mac = E{|y2,mac|2} − E{|y0,mac|2}, (22)

which are further used in the CDIsp probing under MAC
channel.
Probing under MAC channel: Denote the transmit

power at the PT k as Pt,i,k under the ith type of probing
signal. The target SINR ρk at the PR due to the PT k is
given as

Pt,i,kλu,k
σ 2 + Ii,k

= ρk , (23)

where i = 1, 2 and k = A,B. Additionally, the interference
Ii,k at the PR due to the PT k led by the ith type of probing
signal is expressed as

Ii,k = P0λp|h̄hhH(μ)fff i(δμ)|2. (24)

More system parameters with MAC channel are listed in
Table 2.
As in (4), the individual received incremental signal

power at the ST from the PT k due to the ith type of
probing signal can be derived as

�i,k = ρkλf ,k

λu,k
Ii,k = gk|h̄hhH(μ)fff i(δμ)|2, (25)

where gk = P0ρkλf ,kλp
λu,k

is the probing gain via the PT k.
The hidden feedback information under MAC channel

is the total incremental power at the ST received from
both PT A and PT B, which is expressed by

�i,mac =
∑

k∈{A,B}
�i,k . (26)
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Table 2 Additional system parameters with MAC channel

k ∈ {A, B} PT A or B under MAC channel

λu,k the channel gain from the PT k to the PR

λf ,k the channel gain from the PT k to the ST

ymac the received signal at the ST

yi,mac the received signal at the ST under the ith type of probing

signal

Pf ,k the received signal power at the ST from the PT k

Pt,i,k the transmit power at the PT k under the ith type of probing

signal

ρk the target SINR at the PR from the PT k

Ii,k the interference at the PR for the PT k led by the ST under

the ith type of probing signal

gk the probing gain via the PT k

�i,mac the hidden feedback information to the ST under the ith

type of probing signal

The hidden feedback information in (26) can be acquired
at the ST by incremental power detection as given in (21)
and (22).
From (25) and (26), we can find that

r = �1,mac − �2,mac
�1,mac+�2,mac

= (
∑

k∈{A,B} gk)(|h̄hh
H

(μ)fff 1(δμ)|2 − |h̄hhH(μ)fff 2(δμ)|2)
(
∑

k∈{A,B} gk)(|h̄hh
H

(μ)fff 1(δμ)|2 + |h̄hhH(μ)fff 2(δμ)|2)
= − sin(μ − μ0) sin δμ

1−cos(μ − μ0) cos δμ
, (27)

which is similar to (17) except that the probing gain∑
k∈{A,B} gk becomes a sum of the probing gain via each

PT. Thus, the ST can use the hidden feedback information
�1,mac and�2,mac from the two types of probing signals to
find the value of r for acquiring the CDIsp as in (18).
As as result, the proposed CDIsp probing scheme can be

extended for primary system working under MAC chan-
nel by using the incremental power detection techniques.
Compared to under the single-user CR system, the com-
putation complexity under MAC channel is trivial, since
(20) to (22) use only regular expectation operations.

4.2 Primary systems under BC channel
As illustrated in Fig. 3b, when the PT works as an access
point connecting multiple PRs in downlink, the ST may
interfere with multiple PRs, and thus all the CDIsp from
each PR to the ST needs to be probed.
Without loss of generality, we assume that there are

two PRs in downlink under BC channel, i.e., PR X and

PR Y, and two CDIsp with the angle μX and μY . More-
over, the pre-processing at the PT, e.g., ZF beamforming,
is performed for downlink such that the two primary
transmissions do not interfere with each other. Extensions
can be easily made for more than two PRs. The prob-
lem of probing multiple CDIsp under BC channel is more
complicated than that of probing one CDIsp under MAC
channel. In the following, we show that it is still possi-
ble to apply the proposed probing scheme if parametric
estimation techniques are considered.
To probe each CDIsp, the ST has to learn the individual

transmit power adaptation for each PR in primary system.
However, the ST receives a sum of transmit signals from
the PT for two PRs under the BC channel, rather than
two individual transmit signals. Therefore, the ST has to
estimate the individual signal power for each PR from the
received sum signals.
Parameter estimation at the ST: The problem of esti-

mating individual received signal power at the ST can
be modeled as follows. Let sm be the instantaneous data
symbol intended to the PR m from the PT, and Pf ,m be
the corresponding received signal power at the ST, where
m = X,Y . Then the ST receives a sum of transmit signals
from two PTs as

ybc =
∑

m∈{X,Y }

√
Pf ,msm. (28)

The samples of ybc can be measured at the ST directly,
but the parameters Pf ,m are not known to the ST and
needed to be estimated. The problem of estimating the
parameter Pf ,m from the samples of ybc is known as
“parametric estimation”, which is typical in the estimation
theory [19]. There are many classical solutions, such as
maximum likelihood and the moment method. In the fol-
lowing, we briefly introduce the the moment method to
show the feasibility for the CDIsp probing when primary
system works under BC channel.
As indicated in [19], the moment method is to esti-

mate the unknown parameters of random variables from
different-order moments of measured samples. For sim-
plicity, we assume the random data information sm is i.i.d.
and zero mean. Denote the second and fourth moments
of sm, respectively, as

E{|sm|2} = αm, and E{|sm|4} = βm (29)

The value of αm and βm can be viewed as the prior knowl-
edge at the ST, since the modulation scheme of sm in (28)
is finite and can be blindly detected at the ST [20].
From (28) and (29), the moments of the received signal

at the ST are

E{|ybc|2} = P2f ,XαX + P2f ,YαY (30)

E{|ybc|4} = P4f ,XβX + P4f ,YβY + 6Pf ,XPf ,YαXαY . (31)
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The value of E{|ybc|2} and E{|ybc|4} can be obtained from
the measured samples by the ST. By catenating (30) and
(31), we can immediately find the solutions for Pf ,X and
Pf ,Y . In case of multiple solutions, higher-order moments
can be catenated with (30) and (31) to resolve the unique
solution.
Therefore, the individual received signal power for each

PR can be estimated by the ST when using the paramet-
ric techniques. Let Pf ,i,m be the estimated received signal
power at the ST intended to the PR m during no probing
signal (i = 0), the first type of probing signal (i = 1), and
the second type of probing signal (i = 2). Then the indi-
vidual incremental received power at the ST is expressed
as

�1,m = Pf ,1,m − Pf ,0,m, (32)
�2,m = Pf ,2,m − Pf ,0,m, (33)

which are further used in the probing under BC channel.
Probing under BC channel: Under BC channel, the PT

transmits power to the PRm satisfying
Pt,i,mλu,m
σ 2 + Ii,m

= ρm, (34)

where i = 1, 2, m ∈ {X,Y }, and Ii,m is the interference at
the PRm led by the ith type of probing signal given as

Ii,m = P0λp,m|h̄hhH(μm)fff i(δμ)|2, (35)

More system parameters with BC channel are listed in
Table 3.

Table 3 Additional system parameters with BC channel

m ∈ {X , Y} PT X or Y under BC channel

λp,m the channel gain from the ST to the PRm

λu,m the channel gain from the PT to the PRm

μm the angle position of the PRm

ρm the target SINR at the PRm

ybc the received signal at the ST

Pf ,m the received signal power at the ST for the PRm

Pt,i,m the transmit power to the PRm under the ith type of

probing signal

Pf ,i,m the received power at the ST for the PRm under the ith

type of probing signal

Ii,m the interference at the PRm led by the ST under the ith

type probing signal

�i,m the hidden feedback information to the ST for the PRm

under the ith type of probing signal

gm the probing gain via the PRm

rm the ratio for the CDIsp with the PRm as in (17)

As given by (32) and (33), the hidden feedback informa-
tion of individual power adaptation can be acquired at the
ST. Similar to (4), the received incremental signal power at
the ST from the PTm due to the ith type of probing signal
can be derived as

�i,m=Pf ,i,m−Pf ,0,m= ρmλf ,m

λu,m
Ii,m=gm|h̄hhH(μm)fff i(δμ)|2,

(36)

where gm = P0ρmλp,mλf
λu,m

is the probing gain via the PRm.
The CDIsp with the PR m is conveyed by the ratio with

the individual hidden feedback information as

rm = �1,m − �2,m
�1,m + �2,m

= − sin(μm − μ0) sin δμ

1−cos(μm − μ0) cos δμ
, (37)

Then by using (18), the ST is able to obtain the CDIsp
h̄hh(μ̂X) and h̄hh(μ̂Y ).
As a result, the proposed CDIsp probing scheme is

extended for primary systems working under BC chan-
nel by using parametric estimation techniques. Compared
to under MAC channel, the CDIsp probing for primary
system under BC channel may have a slightly higher com-
putational complexity led by the parametric estimation.
This is because the more PRs under BC channel, the more
high-order moments are needed to catenate with (30) and
(31) in order to estimate more received signal powers at
the ST. In practice, considering the equations for higher-
order moments are non-linear in general, the existing
numerical methods are available to reduce the compu-
tation complexity efficiently, e.g., the Newton-Raphson
method for solving non-linear equations [21].

5 Simulation results
The performance of the proposed CDIsp probing scheme
is investigated via simulations for CR systems in this
section.

5.1 Impact of imperfections on the probing performance
This subsection investigates the probing performance
under the imperfections, such as the measurement errors
and the Non-LoS component in the channel. The basic
single-user CR system shown in Fig. 1 is considered.
To model different levels of measurement errors, we

assume the hidden feedback information in (9) at the ST
is corrupted by an additive noise as

� = g|h̄hh(μ)Hfff |2 + n, (38)

where n is Gaussian distributed. The additive noise can
be led by many practical factors, such as the receiver
noise, unexpected interference, or low sensitivity at the
ST. Define the measurement signal to noise ratio (SNR)
as g/E{|n|2}. The smaller the measurement SNR is, the
lower quality of hidden feedback information the ST can
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measure. Therefore, the level of measurement errors are
characterized by the measurement SNRs.
Figure 4 provides themean-square error (MSE) of μ̂, i.e.,

E{|μ̂−μ|2}, versus different measurement SNR, where the
number of antennas at the ST is N = 16 and two val-
ues of δμ for the probing range are set. The results for
two exemplary locations of PR are provided, where the
angle separations between the PR and the SR are set as
μ−μ0 = π/9, and μ−μ0 = π/12 respectively. As shown
in Fig.4, the MSE of μ̂ is slightly different with the loca-
tion of PR. This is because the value of |h̄hh(μ)Hfff |2 in the
measured hidden feedback information� is different with
the locations of PR. However, as the measurement SNR
increases, theMSE of μ̂ is reduced in spite of the PR’s loca-
tions. When δμ = π/8, the MSE of μ̂ for both locations
is dropped to a low level, e.g., 10−2, even at a measure-
ment SNR of 5 dB. The results indicate that the proposed
CDIsp probing scheme works very well at the moderate
measurement errors.
To further consider the imperfections led by the Non-

LoS component in the channel, we assume the channel
between the ST and the PR is modeled as the Rician
channel, i.e.,

hhh =
√

K
1 + K

ah̄hh(μ) +
√

Kλp
1 + K

qqq, (39)

where K is the Rician factor, and qqq is the Non-LoS compo-
nent in the channel with i.i.d. complex Gaussian entries of
zeromean and unit variance. The smaller the Rician factor
is, the stronger the Non-LoS component in the channel

becomes. Therefore, the strength of Non-LoS component
is characterized by the value of K.
Figure 5 provides the MSE of μ̂ versus different Rician

factor K, where N = 16 and δμ = π/8. The results
are provided under the measurement SNR of 5dB and
15dB, respectively, and for two exemplary locations of PR
μ − μ0 = π/9 and μ − μ0 = π/12. As shown in Fig. 5,
the MSE of μ̂ is reduced when the Rician factor increases.
When the Rician factor is about 10 dB, the MSE of μ̂ is
dropped to the level 10−2 approximately for both loca-
tions at themeasurement SNR of 5dB. As the Rician factor
becomes larger, the MSE of μ̂ cannot be reduced, and
there is a floor effect on the MSE. This is because in the
large K regime, the MSE is mainly dominant by the mea-
surement SNR, and increasing the measurement SNR is
more effective to improve the MSE of μ̂.

5.2 Probing when primary systemworks under BC and
MAC channel

This subsection considers more realistic cases where the
primary system works under BC and MAC channel, as
shown in Fig. 3.
We assume that quadrature amplitude modulation

(QAM) is employed in primary transmission, i.e., sk in (19)
and sm in (28) are QAM symbols. The number of antennas
at the ST is N = 16 and the Rician factor in the probing
channel is set as 15dB. Without loss of generality, the tar-
get SINR at the PR and the probing power at the ST are
set as one. To avoid the setting of individual channels in
the CR system, we consider that all the channel gains λc
(c = p, f ,u and etc.) in Fig. 3 are assumed to be λsnr , and

Fig. 4 Impact of measurement error on the basic CR system, where N = 16
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Fig. 5 Impact of Rician channel on the basic CR system, where N = 16 and δμ = π/8

the receiver noise powers are set to one. This means the
SNR of each channel is set equally as λsnr . Similar conclu-
sions can be drawn from simulation results for CR systems
with unequal setting parameters, which are not provided
due to the limited space.
The received signal at the ST in (19) and (28) is cor-

rupted by the receiver noise, and the impact of receiver
noise is reflected by the channel SNR λsnr . Denote Ns
as the number of samples ymac in (19) and ybc in (28)
measured by the ST under each type of probing signal.
Specifically, the moments are calculated as

E{|y|2n} ≈ 1
Ns

Ns∑
ι=1

|y(ι)|2n, (40)

where y(ι) is the ιth measurement of ymac under n = 1 or
ybc under n = 1, 2.
Under MAC channel: Fig. 6 investigates the impact of

the PR’s location on the CDIsp probing performance when
the primary system has two PTs and one PR under MAC
channel. The primary transmission for both two PRs are
set as 16-QAM, and Ns = 8 is set for (40).
As shown in the Fig. 6, the MSE of μ̂ varies accord-

ing to the PR’s location. The peaks of the MSEs happen
to the PRs located at a separation angle of |μ − μ0| =
2π/N ≈ 0.4 or |μ − μ0| = 0 from the SR. In the case
of |μ − μ0| = 2π/N , the reason for a large MSE is that
either |h̄hhH(μ)fff 1(δμ)|2 or |h̄hhH(μ)fff 2(δμ)|2 in (25) is zero,
such that the corresponding power adaptation in (26) is
more easily corrupted by the receiver noise. In the case

of |μ − μ0| = 0, the reason is that |h̄hhH(μ)fff 1(δμ)|2 =
|h̄hhH(μ)fff 2(δμ)|2, such that the ratio of (27) becomes zero
and is more easily corrupted by the receiver noise. How-
ever, in spite of the PR’s location, the MSE of μ̂ in the
CR system can be reduced as the channel SNR and the
number of measured samples increases.
Under BC channel: Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 provide the CDIsp

probing performance when the primary system has one
PT and two PRs under BC channel, where the modulation
order is set as the same for two PTs. The moment method
is applied to estimate the received signal power at the ST.
To investigate the impact of imperfections on the moment
method, three issues are mainly evaluated: the modula-
tion order in primary transmission, the channel SNR, and
the number of measured samples at the ST. In the setting,
the first PT is fixed at the location μ−μ0 = π/N , and the
second PT is uniformly distributed within |μ − μ0| ≤ δμ.
The MSE of the probed CDIsp is shown for the first PT,
while similar results can be observed for the PT with the
other locations.
Figure 7 provides the simulation results of the CDIsp

probing performance under different QAM scheme in
the primary transmission and different channel SNR in
the CR system. As shown in the figure, as the channel
SNR increases, the MSE of μ̂ decreases remarkably in
spite of the modulation orders. For a given number
of measured sample, the MSE is decreased when the
modulation order in primary transmission is reduced
from 64QAM to 4QAM. This is because compared to
the higher-order QAM symbols, the lower-order QAM
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Fig. 6 Probing performance for primary system under MAC channel, where Ns = 8

symbols have a less dynamic magnitude and the moments
in (30) and (31) can be averaged out more accurately
by using (40) with the same number of measured
samples.
Figure 8 provides the simulation results of the CDIsp

probing performance under different number of mea-
sured samples at the ST. As shown in the figure, as the

number of measured samples increases, the MSE of μ̂

decreases remarkably under all the modulation orders for
both the two probing range δμ = π/4 and δμ = π/8.
To reduce the impact led by the QAM symbols, only a
few measured samples, e.g., Ns = 10 to 20, are required
to learn the hidden feedback information in the proposed
CDIsp probing scheme.

Fig. 7 Probing performance under BC channel with different channel SNR and QAM, where Ns = 20
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Fig. 8 Probing performance under BC channel with different Ns and QAM, where SNR = 10dB

6 Conclusions
In this work, we have studied the problem of the CDIsp
probing for CR system with multiple antennas under LoS
channels. The CDIsp probing scheme by exploiting the
hidden feedback in primary system has been proposed,
with a solution free of iteration and of low complexity. The
proposed scheme avoids the explicit cooperation between
primary and secondary systems, and is irrespective of
channel gains and target SINRs. Moreover, the proposed
scheme has been extended for primary systems working
under MAC channel and BC channel, respectively. Our
simulation results have shown that the proposed scheme
is efficient for the ST to acquire the CDIsp in CR system.
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